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Crepuscular: Life in the middle.

INTRODUCTION:

I am going to be attempting a series of paintings based on animals found during the hours when
humans are generally not around. In order to address my curiosity for the darkness and why I
find these animals to be relatable and mysterious. While I do not consider myself to be
mysterious I do think that for a long time I had an issue with going out while most other people
were out. I found it to be overwhelming and preferred to be in a setting without all the bustle of
daily life. Sometimes things seem like a stimuli overload, and I need the quiet of the evening
hours or early morning to slow down my thinking and find myself, because I am often lost in
thought about other people, pressures of society and general worries. Most creative thoughts
tend to come to me when the sun is down and I can slow down to find what really makes me
happy. I will attempt to produce these paintings during these hours in order to try out a new
method that involves the effect of time on a painting, in the sense of when it is painted during
the day.

LINE OF INQUIRY:

For a very long time I have found myself thinking of my best ideas during the hours when all is
quiet, and at times when all is dark. I was searching for the word for this in the animal world and
found that most creatures that work during these hours fall under the Crepuscular family. Even
my house cat falls under this category. While the true definition of this is: A crepuscular animal is
one that is active primarily during the twilight period. It is easy to imagine these animals as
either too scared to come out at any other hour, or perhaps too scary to think fondly of. Either
way I would like to explore the world of these animals.  It is during these times that we can find
both friend and foe. Dark and light, the end of one day and the beginning of another. Similar to
how some humans that operate during this hour could be labeled as either needing to adapt to a
more healthy sleep schedule, or up to no good. I think the majority are just looking for respite
from the chaos that surrounds us. Just as one side of the world sleeps while we are awake. The
animals of the twilight hour fascinate me. My line of inquiry is to explore some of the lesser
known creatures. How do they live their lives? Why do some of them scare us, while others are
scared OF us. Predator and prey both alike and different, rarely seen or heard but still a very
important part of our world.

CONTEXT:

In the past I have found myself drawn to the quiet time between sunset and sunrise. I found the
silence not only comforting but a way to calm my already busy mind. I could reflect on my life in



ways that I found difficult to do during the daytime. While I no longer struggle to find peace
during the daylight hours, I do occasionally miss the late nights staying up. It was a way for me
to escape to my own world within the one we are living in. Creative thought came to me easily
and I could somewhat escape the non stop emotional taxation that I felt during the daytime.
When I was younger I struggled to fit into any group, and found comfort in time alone. Not to say
I do not enjoy being around people, I just never understood what all the fuss was about. I found
conversations unrelatable to some degree and tended to just go along with whatever in order to
feel close to someone. Of course once I got a bit older I realized that this was not only unhealthy
but unbalanced. In order to find balance I pushed myself at times taking risks that served as
lessons but also helped me grow. I see myself as somewhat of an inbetween, not trapped but
balanced between the darkness and the lighter sides of my personality. I look at the types of
animals that come out during these hours and the different reasons for doing so. I plan on
researching these animals on the internet and going to my local library to see if there are any
books on them. For research on night time creativity I will be looking at William De Kooning and
Pablo Picasso, both who were night owls when it came to their painting practices. It was said
that De Kooning would stay up all night and if he was stuck he would go for a walk instead. I
think part of the conflict is simply having two worlds existing at the same time. When the world
around us is dim and obscured it is easier to imagine the world we see as creatives. For style
References I will be looking at Howard Fonda, Kindah Khalidy, and Hundertwasser. I chose
these artists due to their use of color and pattern making, which is something I find important
when it comes to my own work.

THE PROJECT AND MATERIALS:

I wish to explore the crepuscular animal world through a series of 3 large Oil paintings. I will be
using unstretched raw canvas roughly 36” by 72” that I plan on hanging loosely on a gallery wall
space inside the school. I have decided to go without the stretchers not only to allow myself to
create work on a larger scale but to allow my paintings to be easily transported and displayed. I
also enjoy the rough edge of raw canvas and the bumpy texture it provides adding a more
natural element to my augmented twilight reality. I will be planning out these paintings by first
delving into research on crepuscular creatures and their environments, in order to select the few
that will be featured. One painting will hold the predators, the other more prey type animals that
tend to hide in the low light of the early mornings and the third will be dedicated to the most
unnoticed out of them all. The first process will be through drawings using pencils or charcoal,
which I will later turn into the final paintings.

CONCLUSION:

Crepuscular Animals tend to fall into two categories: Predator and Prey. I sometimes feel as
though I am both, I look to escape from the world in my own way feeling a sense of freedom in
the night, but I also know that there are some out there who look to the darkness to hide for
malicious reasons. It is perhaps why I found myself in some rather dangerous situations as a
young woman. I want to confront these fears with a series of paintings of Crepuscular animals
but bringing them into the light. During these hours the lighting is limited so there is not too



much to see, a lot of these animals can also see in the dark, so I wonder what the world looks
like through their eyes. Maybe it is not as scary as I think. With respect to these hours, I see
there being potential to create my own version of what was previously scary and turn it into
something to be admired and beautified. There are also Crepuscular insects and plants that I
will be adding to compliment the animals I chose to paint. My sincere hope is that upon viewing
these paintings people can find beauty in the world of the night. I will be applying some color
theory to these paintings as well by using primary colors as a base for the paintings. One will be
yellow based, one blue and the last one red. The yellow will be creatures that tend to come out
at dusk, blue will be the creatures of the night, and red will be of the early morning when the sun
rises.
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